Abstract-In this paper, as an extension to [1], we propose a prioritized multi-layer network coding scheme for collaborative packet recovery in hybrid (interweave and underlay) cellular cognitive radio networks. This scheme allows the uncoordinated collaboration between the collocated primary and cognitive radio base-stations in order to minimize their own as well as each other's packet recovery overheads, thus by improving their throughput. The proposed scheme ensures that each network's performance is not degraded by its help to the other network. Moreover, it guarantees that the primary network's interference threshold is not violated in the same and adjacent cells. Yet, the scheme allows the reduction of the recovery overhead in the collocated primary and cognitive radio networks. The reduction in the cognitive radio network is further amplified due to the perfect detection of spectrum holes which allows the cognitive radio base station to transmit at higher power without fear of violating the interference threshold of the primary network. For the secondary network, simulation results show reductions of 20% and 34% in the packet recovery overhead, compared to the non-collaborative scheme, for low and high probabilities of primary packet arrivals, respectively. For the primary network, this reduction was found to be 12%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wireless spectrum is becoming more and more licensed with the advancement and penetration of cellular technology, yet these bands are far from being efficiently utilized [2] . By allowing the coexistence of primary and secondary networks using dynamic and hierarchical spectrum sharing, cognitive radio techniques have emerged as a promising solution to utilize the wasted licensed spectrum [3] . Two main techniques prevail, spectrum interweave and spectrum underlay. In spectrum interweave, the secondary network constantly senses the licensed spectrum of the primary network and transmits only during spectrum holes. In spectrum underlay, the secondary network transmits concurrently with the primary network, but at a lower power so that the interference generated by its transmission on the primary users is limited below a specific threshold.
To be able to implement these two techniques flexibly in cognitive radio networks (CRN), several works have suggested dynamic spectrum allocation solutions. These works have been extended in [4] to the multi-cell case by presenting a structure for cellular primary and cognitive radio multi-cell coexistence with limited coordination, using intracell spectrum interweave and inter-cell spectrum underlay.
Network coding has been suggested as a possible PN traffic spectrum shaping technique to increase opportunities for the CRN and thus improving its performance [5] - [7] . It has shown that it can significantly improve transmission efficiency,throughput and delay over wireless erasure channels [8] - [9] . It can provide several more spectrum holes for the CRN to use by speeding up the packet transmission and recovery in the PN.
In [1] , spectrum underlay and network coding were combined to improve the performance of both networks without jeopardizing the performance of each. However, it only considers the case of high primary traffic loads, which is not general since cases of low loads can occur. Therefore in this paper, we extend the work done in [1] by utilizing the same multi-layer network coding scheme when both spectrum interweave and underlay are allowed to be used opportunistically by the secondary network. This allows us to study the performance of the suggested scheme in a more general context in which we operate adaptively in both low and high primary traffic loads cases. The overhearing capability of both base stations is exploited to speed up the packet recovery process of both networks using instantly decodable network coding (IDNC). The same prioritized multi-layer IDNC technique is used to guarantee that this collaboration does not degrade the performance of each network. On the contrary, when this scheme is utilized in a hybrid CRN (characterized by the two new phases that represent the higher power transmission of new packets as well as recovering lost ones by the CRN base station when the PN is silent), we observe significant improvement in performance due to both the collaborative packet recovery scheme as well as the ability to utilize the available primary network spectrum holes.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system model and the parameters used. Section III introduces the basics of graph theory and describes the construction of the multi-layer graph to be used in our algorithm. Section IV describes the phases of the suggested collaborative-IDNC scheme. Section V presents the simulation results. Finally,Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL The model considered in this paper consists of multi-cell PN and multi-cell CRN in such a way that each PN cell and 978-1-4799-8088-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE CRN cell are collocated. For each network, a cell contains a base station and a set of users, i.e a PN cell consists of a primary base station (PBS) and M P users (PUs) while a CRN cell contains a cognitive radio base station (CBS) and M S secondary users (SUs). A subchannel reuse factor of less than 1 is used by both networks, implying that different subchannels are used by adjacent cells.
Each collocated PBS and CBS use different subchannels whenever there is no spectrum hole in the PN (i.e. as long as PN has packets to transmit or recover). In this case, the CBS will employ a subchannel of an adjacent cell using spectrum underlay. It is assumed that the CBS utilizes any of the discussed power optimization schemes in spectrum underlay literature in order to ensure the interference threshold condition at the PUs is met. However, whenever a spectrum hole is detected, the CRN switches to the PN subchannel to transmit at higher power.
Another assumption made is perfect sensing which allows the CBS to exactly detect the presence of a spectrum hole. The CBS constantly senses whether the PBS is transmitting or not and perfectly detects the start spectrum holes.
A unicast or multicast scenario is assumed on both networks. The PBS broadcasts frames of N P packets (PPs) while the collocated CBS broadcasts frames of N S packets (SPs). The users of each network are interested in receiving distinct or partially overlapping subsets of the broadcasted packets from their respective base stations. However, due to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, both the PBS and CBS as well as the PUs and SUs can overhear each other's packets on both the PBS and CBS frequencies and temporarily store these overheard packets for possible future use.
In this paper, we adopt a MAC layer view of all channel impairments in the form of packet erasures.. The packet erasure probabilities for any user i are denoted by p on the primary and secondary subchannels respectively. It is clear that p
since the CBS is transmitting at a lower than the PBS and its transmission is subjected to higher levels of interference from adjacent cell PBSs.. However, when PBS is silent, the CBS transmits at a higher power while having no interference from the PBS. Thus the erasure probability for the CBS will become p (p) i whenever the PBS is silent. An acknowledgement is sent on the signalling channel and is overheard by both base stations whenever a packet is received on any of the subchannels.
Note that frame synchronization is not required between the two networks. Moreover, no additional coordination or exchange of information is needed on top of what is required in [4] .
III. MULTI-LAYER IDNC GRAPH AND ALGORITHM
It is assumed that each base station transmits a set of N source packets to a set of users in a unicast or multicast scenario. When the initial transmission phase ends in which the N packets are transmitted uncoded, three possible feedback sets can be associated with each user i:
• The Has set: The set of packets correctly received by U i (Denoted by H i ).
• The Lacks set: The set of requested and undesired packets not received by user U i (Denoted by L i ).
• The W ants set: The set of requested packets not received by user
The IDNC graph allows us to determine the packets that can be combined and recovered simultaneously in the same transmission rather than having to recover the packets in the W ants set of each user by sending them individually. To construct the graph G, a vertex v ij is generated in G for each packet j ∈ L i . Two vertices v ij and v kl are said to be adjacent in G if one of the below conditions is satisfied:
• Condition 1: j = l ⇒ Two users i and k lost the same packet j.
• Condition 2: j ∈ H k and l ∈ H i ⇒ The lost packet of user i is in the Has set of user k and vice versa. Therefore, each edge connecting two vertices v ij and v kl in G implies that the lost packets j and l at users i and k can be instantly and simultaneously served by either transmitting packet j if j = l or the coded packet j ⊕ l if j ∈ H k and l ∈ H i . This can be extended to any clique in the graph. A clique is defined to be a subset of the graph whose vertices are all adjacent to one another. Therefore, each clique represents a packet combination that can instantly serve all the users generating the vertices of the clique.
For each network, we divide the vertices into two groups:
• Target Subgraph: It contains all the vertices from the W ants set of all users.
• Auxiliary Subgraph: It contains all the vertices in the Lacks set but not in the W ants set of any user. To be able to serve the aforementioned vertices, we need to find the largest number of connected vertices in these subgraphs. This is known to be the Maximal Clique Problem (MCP). A clique is defined to be a subset of the graph whose vertices are all adjacent/connected to one another. Therefore, each clique represents a packet combination that can instantly serve all the users generating the vertices of the clique [11] . The MCP is a problem that aims to find the largest clique in a given graph. It is an NP-hard problem. Therefore, we usually apply heuristic algorithms to find this maximal clique.
Any clique selection algorithm chosen to optimize a specific parameter is applied firstly to the target subgraph as it represents the actual set of missing packets that need to be served and thus must be the main focus of the algorithm. Once the optimal clique K * is found in the target subgraph, the subset of users to be served with one of their lost packets and the corresponding packet combination are determined. After that, the fully connected auxiliary to optimal clique K * , which is the set of vertices in the auxiliary subgraph that are each adjacent to all the vertices ∈ K * , is extracted and the same clique selection algorithm is run on it to determine the maximal clique possible. This allows us to find new possible packets to combine with the previously determined ones to serve other users with auxiliary packets without violating the instant decodability condition at the users determined by K * . The same concept can be extended to a multi-layer graph which is composed of four layers, a target subgraph and an auxiliary subgraph for each of the two networks. IDNC can be used by each network by giving higher priority for recovering its own packets and lower priority to helping the other network recover its packets. The same conditions apply to determine the adjacency between vertices. However, these vertices are classified in different layers, and subsequently different priorities. To find the optimal clique, each network applies the clique selection algorithm to the higher priority layers first (i.e its own target and auxiliary layers) to guarantee identifying the same set of packets that would have been sent if there was no collaboration. Whenever this clique is identified, the algorithm now moves to lower priority layers to identify all the packets of the other network that can be simultaneously served with its own packets without violating the instant decodability property. This ensures that each network guarantees that its own performance does not deteriorate while helping the other network whenever it is possible. Therefore, the search starts in the target subgraph of the intended network, then moves on to its auxiliary subgraph, then to the target subgraph of the other network, and finally the auxiliary subgraph of the other network. This is shown in figure 
IV. PROPOSED IDNC-BASED PACKET RECOVERY ALGORITHM
The same Multi-Layer IDNC graph and algorithm used in [1] is used here. The proposed algorithm runs on six different phases based on the state of the two networks.
A. Phase 0: PN sends -CRN sends
Both the PN and the CRN send new frames of uncoded source packets in their initial transmission phase. No collaboration is needed in this phase. However, the PBS and CBS as well as all the PUs and SUs overhear each other's packets to use them in later phases. Due to the fact that the networks do not need to be synchronized, this phase can move to one of three phases as follows:
• Both networks finish sending the new frames simultaneously ⇒ Phase 1.
• Only PN finishes sending its new frame ⇒ Phase 3.
• Only CRN finishes sending its new frame ⇒ Phase 2.
B. Phase 1: PN recovers -CRN recovers
Both networks recover the lost packets of its users. The multilayer IDNC graph is built and prioritized as shown in the example shown in Figure 1 by each of the base-stations. They then generate their coded packets independently based on their priorities and send them over their respective subchannels. The collaboration in recovery can aid both networks in decreasing their recovery overhead. The graph is updated when the feedback is received. This procedure is repeated until one of three events occurs:
• Both networks finish recovery simultaneously:
-If there is a new arrival on PN ⇒ Phase 0.
-If there is no new arrival on PN ⇒ Phase 4.
• Only PN finishes packet recovery: -If there is a new arrival on PN ⇒ Phase 2.
-If there is no new arrival on PN ⇒ Phase 5.
• Only CRN finishes packet recovery ⇒ Phase 3.
C. Phase 2: PN sends -CRN recovers
A new frame of packets is sent uncoded on the primary subchannel by the PBS which does not help the CRN. In the mean time, the CRN uses the multilayer IDNC algorithm to recover its packets as well as those of the PN. This permits the PUs to receive new packets on the primary subchannel while simultaneously recovering their lost packets on the secondary subchannel. This will significantly reduce the PN's recovery phase and overhead. This is repeated until one of the following three events occurs:
• PN finishes sending its new frame while CRN simultaneously finishes packet recovery ⇒ Phase 3.
• PN finishes sending its new frame while CRN is still recovering ⇒ Phase 1.
• CRN finishes packet recovery while PN is still sending its new frame ⇒ Phase 0.
D. Phase 3: PN recovers -CRN sends
This is the complete opposite of phase 2. During this phase, a new frame of packets is sent by the CBS, which does not help the PN, over the secondary subchannel. But the CBS as well as the SUs still buffer the overheard packets that the PN is still trying to recover. In the mean time, the PN uses the multilayer IDNC algorithm to recover its packets on the primary subchannel as well as simultaneously hearing the new packets of the CRN. The PBS updates the overhearing information of the packet in its prioritized multi-layer IDNC graph after each new packet transmission. This permits the SUs to receive new packets on the secondary subchannel while simultaneously recovering their lost packets on the primary subchannel. This will significantly reduce the CRN's recovery phase and overhead. This procedure is repeated until one of three events occurs:
• CRN finishes sending its new frame while PN simultaneously finishes packet recovery -If there is a new arrival on PN ⇒ Phase 2.
• PN finishes packet recovery while CRN is still sending its new frame -If there is a new arrival on PN ⇒ Phase 0.
• CRN finishes sending its new frame while PN is still recovering ⇒ Phase 1.
E. Phase 4: PN silent -CRN sends
In this phase, the CBS takes advantage of the fact that there are no packets being sent to the PUs by the PBS. This allows it to transmit on the primary channel with a higher power without fear of causing interference at the PUs. This helps in decreasing recovery overhead as transmitting with higher power results in a lower error probability. The CBS is constantly sensing whether there is a new batch of packets that will be transmitted by the PBS. The system can move from this phase to any of the following three phases depending on the following events:
• CRN finishes sending its new frame and PN simultaneously has a new arrival ⇒ Phase 2.
• CRN finishes sending its new frame and PN has no new arrival ⇒ Phase 5.
• CRN is still sending its new frame and PN simultaneously has a new arrival ⇒ Phase 0.
F. Phase 5: PN silent -CRN recovers
This phase is very similar to Phase 4 in that the CBS sends on the primary subchannel with high power and less erasures due to the silence of the PBS. The only difference is that the CRN is recovering its packets and not sending new uncoded packets as in Phase 4. Again, depending on the following events, the system can move to one of the following three phase:
• CRN finishes packet recovery and PN simultaneously has a new arrival ⇒ Phase 0.
• CRN finishes packet recovery and PN has no new arrival ⇒ Phase 4.
• CRN is still recovering packets and PN simultaneously has a new arrival ⇒ Phase 2. Note: A flowchart of the algorithm could not be included as it is too intertwined and complex.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A comparison is performed through simulation between four different schemes:
• Proposed Collaborative scheme (C-IDNC): IDNC based scheme in which a clique is selected from all the subgraphs based on the priorities set for each subgraph. Figure 2 shows that for the PN, the proposed collaborative scheme outperforms the non-collaborative scheme by around 12%, the RNC scheme by around 24%, and the ARQ scheme by 30-90% (depending on the metric). This is in accordance with previous results obtained in [1] . Figure 3 shows that for the CRN and for a probability of primary packet arrival of 0.1, the collaborative scheme outperforms the non-collaborative scheme by around 12-23%, the RNC scheme by around 23% and the ARQ scheme by 60-160% (depending on the metric). Figures 4 and 5 show a comparison between the performance of collaborative and non-collaborative schemes in both a hybrid and a no-interweave based system for different probability of primary packet arrival. Figure 4 shows that the collaborative scheme outperforms the non-collaborative scheme by around 12% regardless of the probability of arrival. This is expected since the PN's performance shouldn't be affected by neither the employed cognitive radio mode (i.e. underlay only vs hybrid) nor by the probability of arrival. On the other hand, figure 5 depicts how the SN is affected by both the type of system utilized and the probability of primary packet arrival. Two observations can be made. The first is that, as the probability of arrival of primary packets increases, the hybrid system's performance approaches that of the no-interweave system. This is expected since the increase in arrival probability means that the CBS will have less opportunities to transmit at higher power and will be in underlay mode for longer time. Thus it will perform same as an underlay based system. The other observation is that the larger the probability of primary packet arrival, the larger the gap between the collaborative and non-collaborative schemes. This can be explained by the fact that the increase in arrival probability results in more opportunities for the PN and CRN to collaborate, thus making the collaborative scheme more sensible for higher probabilities of arrival.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the performance of the collaborative IDNC algorithm for packet recovery in a hybrid cellular cognitive radio network. The algorithm exploits the notion of packet overhearing between the networks to utilize the proposed prioritized multi-layer IDNC approach at both the PBS and CBS in an attempt to improve their throughput performance and recovery overhead. Additional phases representing the hybrid mode were added. In these phases, the CBS utilizes the primary subchannels and transmits at higher power whenever the PBS is silent. Significant improvements are observed on both networks. The performance improvement in the PN is almost constant at around 12% regardless whether we employ hybrid or underlay system. However, the reduction in recovery overhead in the CRN reaches around 20% between a hybrid and an underlay system. Moreover, the gap between collaborative and non-collaborative schemes increases from 23% to about 35% as the probability increases.
